Report on Swiss Support Program-2018

1. Introduction

In this 8th successful support program implementation, the very compassionate Swiss Society yet again bestowed this School with their continued gift of School uniforms. It’s always fortunate for this School to feel the blessings of the Society. The benignant Society who positively receives the proposal submitted by the School annually enables the light of glory and rejoicement filled in the hearts of Students, Parents and the Staffs of the School. As apprised, the support program realistically/undoubtedly benefited the School and I should add this time that, “its benefit sprung beyond its edge”. For your kind information, we sincerely prepare and submit the succinct report as follows.

2. Materials collection and Transportation

A Cartoon and a bag of materials was lifted from its delivery point i.e. Sonamthang Central School, Panbang Drungkhag which is officially three days from our School. From sonamthang till Gomphu, the materials were transported in a Car and from there onwards it was lifted by the pony. Till road head we utilized your lump sum released fuel allowance of 2500/- (Two Thousand Five Hundred) only as a transportation Charge and for remaining two days official walk we claimed from the Dungkhag education Office.
3. **Uniform Distribution**

The uniforms were distributed on dated 30/03/18 in presence of Student’s Parent and Guardian in very systematic and transparent manner.

4. **Additional materials procured from School Trust Fund**

This year we have procured 19 numbers of Umbrellas, 19 quantities of toothbrush and two numbers of toothpaste. This procurement was done from your 2016 lump sum released fund which School maintained as a School Trust Fund.
5. **Familiarization/Awareness talk on Support Program**

Students and Parents were clearly informed about the derivation/Source of Society Switzerland- Bhutan support program. They were asked to be thankful to the Compassionate donor agency and also to be mindful in caring the materials received.

6. **Pictures with School Uniform and without Uniform**
7. **Conclusion**

The family of Tradijong Primary School in collaboration with the Parents/Gurdians of the Students extends our most heartfelt appreciation for your resolute contribution. Your compassionate seeds never failed to germinate in us. Hope through your incessant nurture of generosity brings maturity of peace and happiness in one and all and to local and global echelon evenly in future. “Long Live Society Switzerland”.
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